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As a meme circulating wryly states “…. It is the year 2030 and Pfizer and Moderna have just released their 69th booster shot…. Elon 
Musk just paid $420 billion in taxes while living on Mars and my portfolio is 60% JPEGS and 40% Ethereum…” It certainly feels a real 
possibility with the news of recent weeks that any and all could happen! The new Omicron variant of Covid 19 has led to concerns
regarding transmissibility, immune system evasion, and vaccine resistance. Thus, travel and movement restrictions were introduced 
by several countries. Although the Omicron version of the virus is one where caution should be exercised, it is unlikely to have the 
same impact on markets as experienced in 2020. On the macro front it does create the potential for further delays in supply chains 
through employment disruption, manufacturing closures, hospitality and tourism closures and preference to work from home. This is 
also likely to sustain inflationary pressure further. 
In the past two quarters, U.S. corporations outside of the finance industry posted their largest margins since 1950 - one reason why 
stock markets keep hitting all-time highs. The data suggest businesses can comfortably pass on all their higher costs, which means 
there may be more inflationary pressure to come. 

Fund Moves
There were no changes by the IC in November and the funds biggest contributors were its long/short and digital asset exposures. As 
the month of November drew to a close the announcement by the WHO of Omicron as a variant of concern caused a quick intake of
breath in markets that caused a spike in volatility, a strengthening of the USD and many investment managers to be caught off
guard. This was an ideal time for our various managers short positions to perform well and overall a time when LAIF demonstrated
its low correlation to markets again
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